Guidance through Mastery

SavvyTech
Welcome to the future with Saviesa SavvyTech. There are new and modern ways to get organised in your kitchen. Smart ways to be efficient while cooking. SavvyTech from Saviesa is a whole new world of discipline in the kitchen that saves you time and energy. SavvyTech is set to blaze a trail in the modular kitchen industry, and here is your chance to be the trendsetter.
Stunning drawer organisers in SS 304 and solid wood, designed for those who believe that beauty literally lies in the details. Completely adjustable, SavvyTech drawer organisers can be custom-set to suit individual cooking habits.

Drawer Organisers

SS bottom and back, available in high and low height backs. Suitable for Blum, Grass and Hettich drawers.
Optimum utilisation of space with custom-designed storage containers.

Systematic organisation of cutlery, plates, bowls, pots and pans.

Special attachments for plate stacker, knife holders, cling film / aluminium foil and SS canister sets.

Highlights available in Beechwood in 2 finishes - Natural and Walnut. Also available in White Corian.
This amazing cutlery organiser is a dream-come-true for every discerning cook. From cutlery and spatulas, to foil holders and spices... all within easy reach. Neat dividers not only result in systematic arrangement of all wares, but also offer optimum utilisation of space.
SS Combi Wooden Cutlery Organiser

More Wood Less Steel
Here is a Cutlery Organiser, with an extra woody feel. Switch your steel dividers to wood and it completely transforms your look.

Both Cutlery Organisers are available for 60 cm and 90 cm cabinet size. Highlights available in Beechwood in 2 finishes - Natural and Walnut. Also available in White Corian.
Cutlery Organiser B6
The B6 is a favourite choice, because it is very flexible. Move and arrange the steel racks however you want. And when you are dining, simply lift the container with the cutlery and take it to the table. Neat, isn’t it? Available for 90 cm cabinet size.

Cutlery Organizer B4
For smaller drawers, there is B4 Cutlery Organizer with the same quality and flexibility as B6. Small and sweet. Available in 45 cm and 60 cm cabinet size.

Alu Cutlery Organiser
The Aluminium Cutlery Organiser is durable and dependable, what wins most hearts is its clean classy look. It has well thought-out divisions for various types of cutlery and tools. Available in 45 cm, 60 cm and 90 cm cabinet size.
SS Canister Organiser

This a winning design from Saviesa workshop. The neatly cutout wooden and Corian base holds up to 28 canisters. The height and the depth of the cutouts and canisters are perfectly matched to the drawer dimensions. This creates optimum utilisation of available space. 90cm drawer holds 28 canisters. 60 cm drawer can hold up to 16 canisters, small or big.

Specially-designed Canisters

Saviesa designers are proud to present Savvy Canisters for perfect storage. 190mm and 80mm in height, which fit perfectly in standard drawers, and maximise the available drawer width, depth and height. Made of SS 304 grade sheet metal, they are 40% thicker than normal SS canister, and finished to European standards.

Topped with a unique see-through acrylic lid to easily see and pick up what you want. Savvy Canisters can be purchased individually according to your requirements.
Mix-O-Match Organisers

We all loved playing Lego when we were small, now how about playing the same with our Mix-O-Match organisers? A range of add-ons for you to mix and match, so that you can create beautiful organisers for various types of crockery and utensils. Now, that is very savvy! All add-ons are available for drawers of 60cms and 90 cms.

Perforated Base
Plate & Thali Strips (Set of 2) (Different strips for plates and thalis)
Pegs (Set of 4)
Adjustable Plate Stacker
Flexi Dividers (Set of 4 - 2 Big, 1 Medium and 1 Small)
Lid Holder

Finish available in Beechwood in 2 stains – Natural and Walnut Also available in White Corian.
You can mix and match and create your own customised drawer suited for carcass width of 60cm and 90 cm.
**Grass Scala Add-Ons**

**SS Bottom and Back**

Take a blank Grass Scala drawer, fit it up with our SS 304 bottom and back (high or low), incorporate our add-ons and highlights, and voila… you have a drawer which will make the competition sweat.

Suited for drawer width 45cm, 60cm, 90cm.

---

**Grass Dividers**

This smart little Grass drawer, fitted with 2 lengths of divider rails from Grass, Austria is just right to keep all your spices within easy reach. Easily adjustable, available in a set of 2.

Suited for 60cm and 90cm cabinet size.

---

**Decorative Rail**

Available in two materials - Beechwood and Corian.

Beechwood is available in two stains - Natural and Walnut.

The decorative rail adds style and beauty to your drawer. It is also easy to remove and clean.

Available for 50cm drawer runners.

---

**Beechwood with Natural Stain**

**Beechwood with Walnut Stain**
Grass Scala Crystal with Aluminum Divider

Make combos with aluminum lengths and dividers and store anything... from pots and pans with lids, or canisters... whatever you please. Designed for Grass drawer system.

All add-ons are available in 60cm and 90 cm cabinet size.
Here is a high-utility drawer in SS and wood, with 2 racks for plates or thalis and a little row in the middle for keeping bowls. You can even keep a row of Savvy Canisters in the middle instead of the bowls.

Highlights available in Beechwood in 2 finishes - Natural and Walnut. Also available in White Corian.

SS Elite Thali/Plate and Bowl Organiser

Canisters
Add-on Saucer Organiser

Here is a saucer organiser which gives you space for more. Space big enough to keep big bowls or pots and pans.

Add-on Plate and Thali Combo Organiser

This wide rack has different groves to stack your plates and thalis. With some space left in the front to keep the rest of your serving crockery. Keep it horizontal or divide and keep them vertical… as your need may be. Suited for Grass, Hettich and Blum.

You can set the organiser depth-wise in a 50cm drawer, or set it width-wise in a 45cm, 60cm and 90cm drawer.
Below the Sink Organisers

SS Below Sink Detergent Organiser
This is a cutout drawer system with plastic trays, where you can place all your scrubbers. Available for 90cm cabinet size.

SS Below Sink Detergent Tray
The U-Shape Below Sink Tray maximises the storage space by utilising the space around the sink drain pipe. Sides that easily secure your tall bottles, and there is ample space to store scrubbers, cleaners, bottles and more. Available for 90cm cabinet size.
All perfectionists will love this Below Sink Dustbin Organiser.
This 90 cm drawer has three mega bins to segregate your wet, dry and recyclable garbage. It also has three bottom scrubber containers to keep your cleaning bottles and scrubbers. This one is sure to steal the show.
Also available in 60cm with 2 mega bins and 2 bottom scrubber containers.
Midway Genii

Now, all your most-used items are within easy reach, with the smart and chic midway systems. Designed by our award-winning product designers. Manufactured at our own state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities. SavvyTech Midway Systems are precision engineered to give you the best in functionality and finish.

Available in SS 304 Sheet Metal and Anthracite PVDF finish.

Hanging Rail: Available in 2 sizes – 900mm and 1200 mm, with the optional LED light.

**SS Double Hook**

- W-92 x D-40 x H-40

**SS Multi Hook (8 hooks)**

- W-332 x D-40 x H-40
SS Combo Hook and Spice Rack

SS Tall Spice Rack

Paper Towel Holder

SS Splice Rack

Double Spice Rack

SS Dish Cloth Holder